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G Level Terminology Equivalents

Standard Terminology and Glossary

Part of the harmonization effort is to have all commodities use a standard language
for the various levels in certification programs. The NCPN aims to adopt the G
terminology proposed by NAPPO in 2004 (RSMP 25). The use of this simple
terminology that numbers generation steps from the top tier plant in a scheme
should avoid confusion with the diverse terminology used by different commodities
and in different countries.

The National Clean Plant Network 

The National Clean Plant Network (NCPN) was established in the 2008 Farm Bill
and supports seven specialty crops: grapes, fruit trees, berries, citrus, hops, rose
and sweet potatoes. The three main objectives of NCPN are to: (1) develop and
maintain G1 (Foundation) blocks to serve as sources of clean plant material for
certification programs; (2) carry out pathogen elimination in asexually propagated
crops; and (3) develop state-of-the-art diagnostics for systemic pathogens. A
governing board consisting of researchers, industry representatives, and state
regulatory personnel was established for each of the NCPN crops to develop lists of
pathogens (viruses, phytoplasmas, viroids, and systemic bacteria) that need to be
diagnosed for each crop, review proposals for funding, and coordinate activities
between the centers.

Three of the NCPN centers in Oregon, Arkansas and North Carolina are concerned
with the testing, therapy, production and maintenance of high quality Foundation
(G1) Rubus plants free of targeted systemic pathogens (viruses, phytoplasmas,
crown gall, Xylella) for distribution to nurseries for propagation and eventual sale to
growers.

Benefits of the Clean Plant Programs

Healthy planting stock is key to the cost-effective production of horticultural crops.
The most efficient approach to producing healthy planting stock is through programs
which screen valuable plant selections for viruses and other pathogens that can
contaminate plant stock. Quarantine services provided by clean plant programs
reduce the chance of introduction of exotic pests that can be difficult and costly to
control.

Healthy planting stock:

• Is easier to propagate

• Requires fewer chemical inputs

• Produces higher crop yields and better crop quality than common planting stock

• Is necessary for U.S. agriculture to remain internationally competitive and

economically viable

Harmonization of State Nursery Certification Guidelines

The propagation and production of Rubus nursery plants for sale is
monitored and regulated by State Nursery Certification programs that
vary widely in their requirements. Efforts are underway to develop a
model Rubus nursery certification standard. The major components are:

• Published guidelines that define the purpose, terminology, and
protocols

• Sources of “clean” plant material, determined to be free of targeted
pathogens

• Availability of reliable indexing methods for targeted pathogens
• A system to monitor established standards
• Means to finance the certification program

Hazard Analysis and Certification Schemes

The central tenet of all certification schemes is the application of a systems-
based approach that addresses risks of infection and pathogen spread
during propagation. Components of the scheme include:

• Facility and planting site compliance

• Pathogen testing

• Scheduled inspections of greenhouse and field-grown plants

• Isolation distances and vector control

Summary 

The national certification guidelines are being harmonized whereas at
the same time recognizing that the details within these guidelines will
vary greatly between crops and different regions of the US.

The ultimate goal is to create a process that lessens the risk of
unwanted or unintended introduction of plant pests while encouraging
the trade in healthy plants. A harmonized, US national standard for
certification of Rubus nursery stock will allow for more transparent
discussions between national and international trading partners, and it
will allow for the movement of the highest quality propagation material to
all areas where the crops are grown.

Diagram illustrating the G-terminology proposed for the stages of plant propagation 
from clean plant centers (G1) through the propagation steps in nurseries enrolled in 
certification programs 
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